
Shimano SPD Cleats SH51 vs. SH56: Unraveling 

the Mysteries of Clipless Pedals 
 

Hitting the trails or cruising the streets on your trusty bike is one of life's 
simple pleasures. But if you want to take your cycling game to the next 
level, it's time to dive into the world of clipless pedals. No, they're not 
pedals without clips – they actually have a different kind of clip, and that's 
where the Shimano SPD Cleats SH51 and SH56 come into play. 

What the Heck Are SPD Cleats, Anyway? 

Clipless pedals might sound like a weird name for something that actually 
clips in, but they're called that because they don't have the old-school toe 
clips and straps. Instead, they use a cleat-and-pedal system that locks your 
cycling shoes onto the pedals. This connection offers several benefits, like 
better power transfer, increased efficiency, and a more secure feel while 
riding. And fear not, they're called "clipless" only because they got rid of 
the traditional clips – it's all about progress, folks! 



 

Shimano SPD Cleats – The Stars of the Show 

Shimano, the cycling gear gurus, introduced their SPD (Shimano Pedaling 
Dynamics) system back in the day and it's still widely popular today. SPD 
cleats come in various models, but for now, we'll focus on the two famous 
ones – SH51 and SH56. 



SH51 vs. SH56 – What's the Difference? 

SH51 – Single-Release Cleats 

Alright, imagine you're at a party, and someone's clinging to you like a 
koala bear, making it hard to escape their bear hug. That's how SH51 
cleats feel on your bike pedals. They have a single-release design, which 
means you have to twist your foot to the side to disengage from the pedal. 
For some, it's as easy as pie, but others might find it a bit tricky, especially 
when they're first starting. 

SH56 – Multi-Release Cleats 

Enter SH56, the life of the party! These cleats offer a multi-release 
function, meaning you can disengage your foot by twisting it to the side or 
pulling it straight up. It's like having the option to untangle yourself from 
that friendly koala bear hug by just stepping back. This makes SH56 cleats 
more beginner-friendly, as you have more escape routes if things get hairy. 

The Perks and Quirks of SH51 and SH56 

SH51 – The Reliable Companion 

SH51 cleats are like your trusty old dog – they've been around for a while, 
they know the trails, and they'll stay by your side through thick and thin. 
They offer a secure connection with the pedals, which is great for 
experienced riders who need that locked-in feel during technical 
maneuvers and high-intensity rides. But remember, you might need a bit of 
practice to unclip smoothly, so don't be surprised if you topple over a few 
times before mastering the move. 

SH56 – The Forgiving Pal 

SH56 cleats are more like your fun-loving buddy who's always down for a 
good time. They give you multiple ways to escape the pedal's embrace, 
making them a hit among beginners or those who are just getting the hang 
of clipless pedals. If you're worried about being stuck to the bike like a burr 
on a sock, SH56 is here to ease your worries and provide a more relaxed 
riding experience. 



Compatibility – Are They BFFs with Your Shoes? 

Both SH51 and SH56 cleats use a two-bolt system to attach to your cycling 
shoes. So, before you go all heart-eyes for either of them, make sure your 
shoes have the compatible slots. Most mountain biking shoes and some 
road cycling shoes come with the necessary holes, but double-check to 
avoid disappointment. 

Decisions, Decisions – Which One Should You Choose? 

If you're an experienced rider, love the adrenaline of fast-paced trails, and 
prioritize a secure connection with the pedals, SH51 is your winner. Once 
you get the hang of unclipping, you'll feel like a pro. 

If you're a newbie in the clipless pedal world or enjoy leisurely rides with 
frequent stops (hello, coffee and croissant breaks), SH56 is calling your 
name. They provide the escape routes you need when unexpected 
obstacles cross your path. 

Some Final Words of Wisdom 

Clipless pedals might seem intimidating at first, but trust me, once you get 
used to them, you'll never want to go back to regular pedals. Remember, 
whether you opt for SH51 or SH56 cleats, the key is practice, practice, 
practice. It's okay to fumble and have a few clumsy moments – we've all 
been there. 



 

FAQs – Your Burning Questions Answered! 

Can I use SH51 cleats on SH56 pedals or vice versa? Nope, it's like 
trying to fit a square peg in a round hole. SH51 cleats are meant for SH51 
pedals, and SH56 cleats go with SH56 pedals. They each have their 
groove, so stick to the matching pair. 



Do I need special cycling shoes for SPD cleats? Yes, you do! SPD 
cleats require shoes with the appropriate two-bolt slots to attach them 
securely. Don't try to rig something up – invest in a good pair of cycling 
shoes. 

How tight should I set the clip-in tension? Start with a looser tension 
setting, especially if you're a beginner. As you get comfortable, you can 
gradually increase the tension for a snugger fit. 

Can I walk in SPD cleats? You can, but it might not be the comfiest 
stroll. SPD cleats protrude from the sole, so walking can be a bit awkward. 
If you plan to do a lot of walking, consider getting cleat covers. 

Is there a learning curve for unclipping? Absolutely! Don't expect to 
be a pro from the get-go. It takes practice to develop muscle memory and 
get those feet unclipped smoothly. 

In Conclusion: 

And there you have it, folks! The lowdown on Shimano SPD Cleats SH51 
and SH56. So whether you're an experienced rider seeking a firm grip or a 
newbie craving flexibility, there's a cleat out there for you. Embrace the 
learning curve, enjoy the ride, and remember – it's all about finding the 

perfect fit for your cycling adventures. Happy pedaling! 🚴♂️ 

1. Shimano Cycling Website - SPD Cleats Guide This link leads to 
the official Shimano cycling website, where you can find detailed 
information about SPD cleats, including the SH51 and SH56 models. 
It's a great resource to learn more about the technical aspects and 
specifications of these cleats. 

2. "Choosing the Right Cleats: What's the Difference Between 
SH51 and SH56?" This article from Youtube provides a comparison 
between SH51 and SH56 cleats, delving into their differences and 
helping readers make an informed decision based on their cycling 
preferences. It includes real-life experiences and insights from 
seasoned cyclists. 

 

https://bike.shimano.com/en-EU/technologies/component/details/spd.html
https://youtu.be/t8ODZrEdn5s
https://youtu.be/t8ODZrEdn5s
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